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We’ve redesigned the certification program to fit your needs as an implementation expert in the rapidly changing arena of SAP products.
To get certified, follow the “Become competent” scenario in the Learning Journey guides:

- Start with foundational knowledge in the “Start with an Overview” scenario
- Make use of product knowledge in the “Become competent” scenario
- Complete the scenario by passing the related associate certification
- Earn your SAP Global Certification digital badge by passing the associate certification
- Review the content and complete the assessment to keep your digital badge current and avoid it expiring until the next product release
Path to certification for cloud solutions through the SAP Global Certification program

1. **Foundational knowledge**
   - Go to the related Learning Journey
   - Join the SAP Learning Room
   - Complete the introduction training

2. **Product knowledge**
   - SAP Learning Hub
     1. Complete the product-specific training

3. **Associate certification**
   - Certification in the cloud
     1. View all available associate certification exams, and select the relevant one
     2. Purchase a certification in the cloud subscription, and register for the core associate certification exam through the training and certification shop
     3. Pass the certification
     4. Claim your SAP Global Certification digital badge

4. **Quarterly delta knowledge**
   - SAP Learning Hub
     - Note that content and assessment covering the latest product enhancements are available for all cloud solutions from SAP with each release
     - Review the content to stay current, and complete the corresponding assessment in the Success Map Learning tool to keep your digital badge current and avoid it expiring until the next product release
When is content available to stay current?
The content and assessment are available with every new cloud product release. An e-mail announcing the new cycle will be sent out to all eligible certified consultants (preceding release). In addition, it will be assigned automatically to the individual learning plans in SAP Learning Hub.

How do I stay current?
Review the content and complete the delta assessment by the given due date.

What if I skip an assessment to stay current?
- The SAP Global Certification digital badge will expire, indicating that you are no longer current.
- Consultants will lose their provisioning access (only for SAP SuccessFactors solution certifications).
Delta e-mail notifications for staying current

**Announcement**
New content is released.

*Your action:* you need to complete the assessment by the given due date to stay current and keep your SAP Global Certification digital badge valid.

---

**Reminder**
A reminder is sent notifying you that there are approximately four weeks remaining to complete your assessment to stay current.

*Your action:* you need to complete the assessment by the given due date to stay current and keep your SAP Global Certification digital badge valid.

---

**Confirmation**
After five to seven business days, the assessment results are replicated to your learner profile and the new release version will be added to your account.

The SAP Global Certification digital badge will not expire.

---

If the assessment to stay current is not completed within the required time frame:
- Certification is not current.
- The SAP Global Certification digital badge expires.
- There is no provisioning access for future projects (for SAP SuccessFactors solution certifications only).
- To get certified again and to reenter the program to stay current, you must complete the latest associate certification in the Certification Hub.
Benefits of staying current

- Gain access to provisioning for customer projects (for SAP SuccessFactors solution certifications only)
- Prove to the outside world that your certification is up to date through a valid SAP Global Certification digital badge
- Achieve competitive advantage by staying current with the latest updates and knowledge of an SAP software product
- Adapt to new software features and functionalities as they are released, enabling you with real-time learning and business transformation
- Be ready to bolster your business for future success with continuous learning and real-time enablement content
Thank you.